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As the workhorse of the shop, the table
saw gets a lot of use and not a lot of
thought when it's humming along and
making smooth cuts. But problems can
come up from time to time. The saw may

start to vibrate and rattle when you tum
it on, or cuts that used to be smooth start

to bind or bum. That's when you know
your saw needs a little TLC to get it back
to working its best.

The goal, of course, is to do a littlebasic
maintenance on your saw occasionally to
prevent any of these problems in the fust

place. That's why i like to run through
the following checklist to keep my table
saw at peak performance. It's not difficult
to do, and the peace of mind you get is
certainly worth the extra time spent on
tuning up your saw.
GlVt lT A G00D ffAt{|l{G. The simplest
thing you can do periodically is to give
everything a good cleaning. I always
start by vacuuming up as much loose
sawdust as I can. I also use compressed
air to blow out dust on both the inside

loosen bolts
and tap rear
trunnion lightly
(photo above)

and outside surfaces of the saw.

Then I turn the wheels, raising and
tilting the blade fully to make sure

everything is moving freely without
binding. If anything sticks, chances are

good that built-up sawdust or pitch
inside the saw is the culprit.
To solve the problem, you don't need
much. I just rely on WD-40 or mineral
spirits and a brass bristle brush to clean
up any problem areas. Once everything
is clean and tuming smoothly, I apply a
bit of paraffin wax to keep it that way.
AIIGN BLADt & IlllTtR SL0T. After you
have everything clean and operating
60
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smoothly, it's time to start checking
some of the adjustments on your saw.
One of the most important factors for
getting safe, accurate cuts is aligning the
blade with the miter slot. There are several ways to check this alignment, but
perhaps the most accurate option is to
invest in a table saw gauge like the one
shown at right (Sources, page 67).
This simple device features a runner
that slides in the miter slot and a dial
indicator that extends out toward the
blade. The indicator checks the alignment
of the blade in relation to the miter slot.
To see if the blade and slot are

A

aligned, you'll need to check the slot
alignment at the front and back of the
blade (photo, above right). First raise

the blade to

full height and make

A table saw gauge makes it easy to check the alignment of the blade with the miter slot. Mark
a tooth with a marker, and set the gauge in the slot at the front of the blade near that tooth.
Then move the

ma*ed tooth and gauge to the back to see if the gauge readings are the same.

a

mark behind a tooth of the blade with a
marker. Then rotate it to the front of the
irtsert slot, and place the dial indicator

against it. Zero out the dial indicator
to establish a baseline measurement.
Now rotate the mark on the blade to
the back, and slide the gauge back in
the miter gauge slot to check it again.

A little variation is okay, but you want
the reading as close to zero as possible.

If the readings are different, you'll
need to adjust the saw to bring the blade
into alignment with the miter slot. On a
contractor-style saw, this involves loosening the trururions at the front and back

A

miter slot with a gauge (above). Then use a
triangle to make sure the fence

cabinet saw you often have to shift the
position of the saw table (refer to your
owner's manual for guidance).

is square

to

the table (inset). Ihis fence has set screws on

of the saw and tapping them lightly to
change the position of the blade. The

photo and drawing on the opposite
page show you how this works. On a

Check the alignment of the rip fence to a

the head for fine-tuning the settings.
ADJU$TIi{G

THI

ilP EllCI. Now that the

blade and the miter slot are aligned,
you'll want to check the alignment
of the rip fence, too. To start, use the
table saw gauge to see how it lines up

with a miter slot. The process is similar
to checking the alignment of the blade
(main photo above). Then make sure
the fence is square to the table (inset
photo). My fence had separate pairs
of set screws on the head for adjusting
both of these fence settings.
CHICI( B[AD{ AT 45' & 90'. V\hen it comes
to tilting the blade of your table saw,
you can't assurne that the blade is set

A

To see if the blade is aligned at 90o

to

A

A speed square or drafting triangle is useful

square along its face. Make sure it's not

for getting a quick check of the blade when
at 45o. Here again, just make sure the

touching any teeth for an accurate reading.

square isn't touching the teeth of the blade.

the tablg place the rule of a combination

at 45' and 90'just because the scale on
the front of the saw says it is. Most saws
have adjustable stops at these two settings, but they can be bumped out of
alignment with repeated movements.
To check the blade at 45o and 90o, first
raise the blade to full height, and then
check the settings as shown in the photos at left. Once the blade is set properly,
you'll want to adjust the stops and scale
cursors to match. Refer to your manual to
see how to do this on your saw.
Woodsmith.com
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More
TUNE.UP TIPS
With the basic components of the table
saw aligned, you can turn your attention to checking and correcting some of
the auxiliary items. These include the
miter gauge and the blade guard, splitter, and/or riving knife.
TAKI ORl0t THt MITIR GAUGI. ]ust as with
the blade tilt settings that you checked

earlie4 the miter gauge should also
have stops that set the gauge at 90o and
45'to the blade. Once again, these often
slip out of alignment with constant use.
The best tool to use for setting the
alignment of the miter gauge properly
is a drafting triangle. Just loosen the
miter gauge, and check the 90'edge of
the kiangle against the blade, as shown
in the upper right photo. Then set the
miter gauge stop for 90' at this position.
The process is much the same for setting the miter gauge at 45". |ust use the
other side of the triangle to check the setting, as shown in the photo at right.
IA/hen I think the gauge is set up properly, I do one more test to make sure. I
crosscut a piece at 90', flip over the cutoff, and butt the two pieces together to
check for gaps. If there aren't any, then

you know the gauge is set properly.
You can test the 45" setting by mitering a piece and then butting the pieces
together against a square.
SII

UP THt SPI.ITIIR/RIV|]{G

KlllfE.

The blade

guard, splitter, andlor riving knife setup

A

A drafting triangle (refer to Sources, page 67) is a simple tool to use for checking the settings

ofthe miter gauge at 90'(upper photo) and 45'(lower photo). Most gauges have a small
adjustment screw at the back for locking in the settings once they're correct (inset photos).

will vary based on the saw you have,
but two things are consistent for setting
them up. First, the splitter or riving knife
should be square to the saw table (if the
blade is). This is easy to check with a triangle or small square. There's usually a
bracket,at the back of the saw that you
can adjust if needed (photo below).

To check the alignment of the splitter or knife with the blade, you can use
a pair of straightedges as shown in the
photo, below left. There are two schools
of thought on how the blade should be
aligned with the splitter. Some feel that
the face of the splitter should be flush
with the side of the blade facing the rip
fence for the most accurate cuts. Personally, I like to center the splitter with the
body of the blade. That way, the setting
doesn't need to change if I cut on the
other side of the blade or if I change to a
different saw blade.
AUGI{ THt PUUYS.

The next item you'll

want to check is the alignment of the pulleys on the arbor and on the motor of the
saw. If these two pulleys are out of alignment, it c€u:r cause the saw to vibrate,
which leads to premature belt wear. Fortunately, ttris issue is pretty easy to both

A
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Set a couple of straightedges against the

I

Many saws have an adjustable bracket at

body of the blade in order to bring the

the back that allows you to fine-tune the

splitter in line with the blade.

position of the splitter.

.
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check and correct if necessary.
You want the faces of the pulleys to be
parallel and in the same plane with one
another. You can check this by placing a
straightedge across the two faces of the
pulleys (drawing on the opposite page).

If the straightedge touches both pul-

where

it

stays tight in

leys across their entire faces, then they're
aligned properly. If there's a gap, however, you'Il need to adjust the position of
one of the pulleys to bring it into align-

the area that rests on the
pulley. A higher-end link

ment with the other one. This adjustment might require sliding the pulley on
its shaft or adjusting the position of the

it often runs smoother

motot depending onyour
(0ttSlDER UPGRADIS.

saw.

belt &ox below) doesn't
have this problem, and
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with less vibration.
Gff lI LEVfl.. You're now
on the home stretch for

If the saw still your table saw tune-

3

vibrates despite these adjustments, you
may want to consider upgrading the belt
and pulleys on your saw. Many pulleys
that are factory-installed on table saws
are die-cast versions. By replacing them
with higher-quality machined steel pulleys, like those shown in the box below,
you can reduce vibration.

up. The last thing you'll
want to check is that all
the surfaces of your saw

The drive belt is another area for
considering an upgrade. Over time, a

surface as you're making a cut.
Here agairy I like to get out my long
straightedge and check the alignment of

standard V-belt can develop a memory,

:

are useful tools
when checking
the alignment of

are level and flush with
one another. This is an

important consideration,
as you don't want a workpiece to catch or drag on an uneven

bothwings of the saw with the
saw table (photo, above right).
You can adjust the position
of the wihgs using the bolts
driven through the wings and
into the saw table.
The throat insert around
the blade is another surface
that should be flush with the
saw table. As you can see in
the inset photo above, many
inserts have four set screws
that you can adjust to bring
,

Align the Pulleys. A piece of aluminum angle
makes a good straightedge to help align the pulley

the insert flush with the table.
\uVhile I'm focused on the
saw table, I usually polish up

on the motor with the pulley on the saw arbor.

and protect the table as the

Worft a loolc

A

BELT

Long and short

straightedges

saw surfaces.

final step of my tune-up. If you do this
regularly, it's

a

pretty simple process. For

any glue or pitch on the saw table sur-

with some #0000 steel
wool should take care of things. After
wiping the table clean with a dry rag, I
spray the entire surface with a protectant
face, a few strokes

such as Bostik GlideCote.
THI TUlltD"UP SAW ADVAI{TAGI. As with most
things in life, preventive maintenance is
the best approach with your table saw.
By running through these steps occasionally, you should be able to catch problems
before they impact your saw's performance. And once you fune up your saw
properly, you'll likely notice the difference. It will run more smoothly, and cuts
will be cleaner and more accurate, as
well. Plus, it can make an old table saw
work like new again. And who doesn't
Like having a new tool in their shop? ffil{

& PULLEY UPGRADE

A link belt and higher-quality machined steel pulleys are two upgrades you
may want to consider if your saw is vibrating or rattling in use, You can find
where I purchased these items in Sources on page 67.

*

Machined steel pulleys tend to run more smoothly than
standard die-cast versiont and a link belt is easy to
customize in length to

fit your model of saw
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